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Le Bain 

"Rooftop Party"

Le Bain is popular both amongst regular party-goers as well as celebrities,

with its unique interior design making lounging both luxurious and fun. Le

Bain, which translates to "bath" in French, is also popularly known for the

plunge pool located on the dance floor during the summertime. Although

extremely exclusive and often requiring invites to get in, those who

manage to enter are rewarded with a beautiful view of the city from the

rooftop and excellent service from professional bartenders mixing up

great cocktails and concoctions.

 +1 212 646 7600  www.lebainnewyork.com/  444 West 13th Street, The Standard

Hotel, New York NY

 by  Patrick Barry   

Top of the Standard 

"Top of New York"

As its name implies, Top of the Standard is located on the top level of the

Standard Hotel in the West Village. The central lure of this lounge is its

unmatched 360 degree views of New York and New Jersey, enchanting

views that impress even born and raised New Yorkers. This lounge

features live music, as well as a dance floor with a DJ. Order up a round of

signature cocktails as your stare out onto the Empire State Building and

surrounding landmarks — views just don't get much better than this.

 +1 212 645 4646  www.standardhotels.com/new-

york/features/top-of-the-standard

 848 Washington Street, Standard

Hotel, New York NY

 by Counselling   

1OAK 

"Classy NYC Nightclub"

1OAK is short for "1 of a kind." And 1OAK does not fail to live up to its

name. 1OAK's goal is to provide everyone with sophisticated services, art,

food and drink while also creating an atmosphere where anyone feels

comfortable. Regardless of who you are and your background, 1OAK

makes sure all visitors have the night of their life.

 +1 212 242 1111  1oaknyc.com  info@1oaknyc.com  453 West 17th Street, New

York NY

 by Everson Mayer   

Bossa Nova Civic Club 

"Party All Night"

This Bushwick nightspot is the place to party without pretension.

Attracting a loyal crowd of local revelers, Bossa Nova Civic Club has been

one of the most popular hotspots to dance the night away in the

neighborhood. On offer is a selection of drafts, cocktails and juices to fuel

the night. Techno and House are the genres of choice, and DJs go all-out

to a lively crowd till the wee hours. Tropical decor elements add to the fun

vibe of the place, while the popular outdoor area is a relaxed spot to cool

your heels, before jumping in for yet another session.
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 +1 718 443 1271  bossanovacivicclub.com/  1271 Myrtle Avenue, Brooklyn, New

York NY
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